Q&A about the Urban Tree Health Method
Photos by Jerry Bond

CT: How did you happen to choose this subject
for a book?
A few years ago a California arborist called me to advise
him about a problem he was having, and told me that
he and another consultant had evaluated a tree’s condition but had widely differing opinions. He concluded:
“I ended up wondering if we even looked at the same
tree.”
Not long afterward, I attended a lecture by a university tree pathologist. He was reporting on the effect
of a treatment, and ended with the following: “When I
returned to the tree two years later, you know, it looked
pretty good.”
I realized that these two very different events pointed to
the same problem: in urban forestry we do not have a
shared professional way to speak about tree health that
rests on a sound scientific base.

CT: What’s wrong with a simple scale like “good,
fair, poor, critical”?

This 800-yr-old dance linden (Tilia platyphyllos) in Germany has lost its structural stability and would fall apart without the scaffolding.
But its biological health continues to be very good and it renders good services to the surrounding community.

City Trees interviews Jerry Bond

(Urban Forest Analytics LLC), urban forestry consultant
and author of the 2012 book, Urban Tree Health. We
focus on understanding the overall concepts and procedures of his method rather than its scientific and
technical details.

the mechanical aspects of a living tree. But those two
aspects are really very different, rather like the polyp
and the coral reef it creates, and should be evaluated
separately to avoid confusion. After all, we routinely
see healthy trees fail, and stable trees die.

CT: What is the basic approach of your method?

CT: How do you define “tree health”?

It strives for two great objectives: to be practical
practical, so it
can
be
used
in
everyday
situations,
and
to be precise
precise,
Tree health refers to the capacity of a tree 1) to resist
the disruption of the system (soil, climate, pests, so that its results are repeatable from one evaluation
etc.) it inhabits and 2) to render services to the sur- to the next.
rounding human community. This definition combines
In order to achieve those objectives, the method
ecological research with research about the environexcludes structural stability from its attention. And
mental and social benefits that are so important for
it separates observation from interpretation as rigorurban trees.
ously as possible, so that field data collection can
I use the word “health” rather than “condition,” be reasonably insulated from factors such as differbecause condition includes both the biological and ences of knowledge, lack of experience, or bias.
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Nothing. I use it a lot when all I want is not to waste
any time—for instance on younger trees with goodquality crowns or older trees that
are nearly dead. But as soon as I
start looking at trees in between
those two extremes, it quickly gets
tricky. Everyday health terms lack
clear definition, are poorly separated from each other (when does
“fair” become “poor,” exactly?) and
often rely on a gut feeling that is
hard to explain and justify. For those
reasons, I only use a simple scale
at the end of a professional examination of tree condition, never in
place of it.

ly restricts their usefulness for most of us. On the one
hand, the relatively objective system developed by the
USDA Forest Service for rural forestry inventory and
analysis (FIA) demands a high resource level in terms of
time and personnel that few urban forest professionals
can afford. On the other hand, the well-known condition
rating of the Council on Tree and Landscape Appraisal
serves the goal of tree valuation, combines health and
stability, and relies on strongly subjective criteria.
The variant of the USDA FS system used in i-Tree Eco
might seem both practical and precise at first glance,
because it uses 5% categories of dieback to report on
tree condition. But serious reservations exist: 1) some
species and size-classes display health problems with
traits other than dieback, e.g., many conifers and young
deciduous trees; 2) dieback only shows up relatively
late in a downward health spiral, so it provides no information about less critical states of health; 3) dieback
does not commonly show up in nature on a continuous
and high-resolution scale, since we typically see either a
lot or a little; and 4) dieback does not permit evaluating
health important to other questions of urban forestry
such as young tree establishment.

Equally important is the fact that
such a simple scale does not actually aim to measure anything definite. The method in my book derives
in part from earlier USDA Forest
Service research, and my intent is
similar to that predecessor’s: make
a rough estimate of a tree’s photosynthetic capacity, the ultimate
source of its health.

CT: Can’t we just use other
methods that already exist?
The difficulty of trying to do that is
that the methods that exist were
not developed for the routine work
of urban forestry, a fact that severewww.urban-forestry.com

Careful examination of this red oak (Quercus rubra)) reveals a very low vitality, indicated
here by the large amount of small twig death throughout the crown. Note that its normal
crown shape has also been altered by the loss of most of the larger lateral branches.
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CT: What sort of observations need to be made?
Do they take a lot of time?
Because of the differences among species and sizeclasses in the display of health traits, the method in
Urban Tree Health begins with the supposition that no
single trait suffices to estimate the health of every tree.
Instead, five different traits, or “parameters,” are evaluated to the extent permitted by season, individual tree,
local conditions, etc.:
ratio: proportion of tree height occupied by
live crown
opacity: proportion of darkness in upper crown
(inverse of transparency)
vitality: proportion of crown free of young twig
death (inverse of dieback)
growth: average shoot extension
quality: proportion of foliage in the upper crown
not chlorotic, necrotic, or undersized
To make field work faster, these parameters are placed
into 20% (for growth: 2 in/5 cm) categories. This simplification does not compromise the results, however,
because small observational differences—say, between
20% and 30% vitality or between 40% and 45% opacity—cannot be interpreted reliably as a difference in
health due to the large amount of variability in the
natural world.

CT: Why do you change the names of two parameters from the ones already well-established by
the USDA Forest Service protocols?
No question that it would be easier to keep “transparency” and “dieback” instead of switching to “opacity”
and “vitality,” respectively. But it is important that the
scales be consistent: the highest category should indicate the same value judgment for each parameter. A
consistent order is not only easier for field work, but
also facilitates the derivation of a health statement
from the observations that is the final result needed in
urban forestry work.

CT: How do you get a health statement from
observations like that?
(left) Observation of this London plane tree ((Platanus x acerifolia)
would record an opacity rating of 40-60%. That raw score needs
to be compared to the norm for the species and size-class to
produce the number of deviations (here: 1) used to produce the
Health Score.
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To begin with, even the most objective measurement
must be interpreted against the expected norm for species and size-class. For instance, a reading of 20-40%
opacity may not have the same maintenance implications for many young trees as it does for older ones of
the same species. Similarly, the same opacity reading
might be 3 categories below the norm (80-100%) for a
mature basswood (Tilia americana), 2 categories below
for a London plane (Platanus x acerifolia), 1 below for
a honeylocust (Gleditsia triacanthos), but 0 below for a
paloverde (Parkinsonia florida).
The solution to this problem is to normalize the five
parameters with respect to species and size-class, then
determine the deviations in category from expected
norms. The record of the deviations from the norms
for each parameter makes up the tree’s Health Score,
which might look something like this for a particular tree
(Health Score is in the blue ellipse):
Parameter

Ratio

Opacity

Observed

5

2

5

3

5

Deviations

0

3

0

0

0

Vitality Growth

Quality

Such a Health Score is much easier to understand
than the raw observations, and unlike them it can be
used to draw conclusions about the tree’s health. I put
it directly into my reports and inventories, as I find it a
very persuasive and professional method of discussing
tree health when trying to answer questions about life
expectancy, resistance to decay, etc.

CT: How has the professional community reacted
to the book and its method?
Overall, very well indeed. I have received—and greatly
appreciate—many emails from people telling me they
now use the method for everyday work, which is very
gratifying. Moreover, I know of two national organizations that are incorporating the method into their work.
Finally, it is significant for me that formal reviews by consultants and academics (excerpts on the ISA Webstore
page and full texts downloadable from my website, see
below) have been extremely positive.

For further information about Urban Tree Health:
ISA Webstore:
http://www.isa-arbor.com/store/product.aspx?ProductID=363
Urban Forest Analytics store:
http://www.urbanforestanalytics.com/store
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